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Síntesis Planetaria
Ein Weltbild als Handarbeit / Crafting A Worldview

The worldview that one has consists of many singular images and is always something that is generated through the
active access of specific content. In the context of sculpture, painting, monotypes, and collage – and especially through a selfreflective artistic humor – viewers can experience their own activity within the interplay of objective forms and the subjective
“patterns” that influence perception.
Paco Vallejo arranges his works, that bind sculpture and painting together, not as representational systems but instead focuses
on design processes that are decidedly based on craft: knots, weaving, bundles and twists. The individual works jump out at
you as they stress the processes of their conception and innovative combinations of different artistic techniques.
Reminiscent of Analytical Cubism, the artist binds the creation of a form or figure to the process of their visual deconstruction.
It is the figure of a globe that functions as the central figure here. The globe connotes a geographic or cultural totality that is
at the same time incomprehensibly complex.
The series that gives the exhibition its name is made from cut strips of gouache-monotypes that have been woven together. In
this way the singular square forms create intensely colorful circles. The woven strips create the complete form while constantly
dividing that very whole into various optical perspectives. Just as digital images are formed on the basis of pixel – tiny square
units – but in this case each one is in and of itself shifted creating a sense of movement that carries the entire work further.
There is a precarious appearance of a connected whole emerging only temporarily from tension-filled singular pieces.
The power and debility of a shape is realized on the side of the viewer as well as in the structure of the artwork. Within this play
of perspective, surface, and space the implied ball becomes a globe, and then a world. Thereby the representation, construction, and concept all become one. In interaction with Vallejo’s art one can think of these moments as interdependent parts of
a single process: an attempt to see the world which always implies active engagement.

Jule Böttner

Cadenas. ( Chains )
2017
Installation.
Mixed media. Paper.
Variable dimensions.

Nexus, link, union, alliance, connection, fusion, cohesion, adhesion, assembly, mixture, amalgam,
welding, alloy, foundry, aggregation, jumble, joint, junction, coupling, gathering, association, conjugation,
identification, integration, symbiosis.

Planeta. ( Planet )
2016 / 2017
Mixed media.
60 cm. Ø. each one.

A planet is a celestial body that:
_(a) is in orbit around the sun and hangs from a rope.
_(b) has sufficient mass for its self-gravity to overcome rigid body forces so that it assumes a
hydro static equilibrium (nearly round) shape and has been bundled by someone.
_(c) has cleared the neighbourhood around its orbit.

		

Ristras de ajos ( Garlic strings )
2013
Paper and staple.
Variable dimensions.

The string of garlic is a group of garlic heads (bulbs) (Allium sativum) in the form of a braid. They are
made by braiding the own green leaves of the plant or “Bulrush” (Typha) leaves. Some strings may contain
between fifty and one hundred heads, weighing between a half and one kilo. Once braided they usually will be
hang up to become preserved by drying. Some interlaced strings might have a rather ornamental and aesthetic
than culinary.

Calima. ( Heat haze )
2015
Mixed media. Ink and collage.
23 x 29 cm.

A phenomenon that occurs in hot weather in which distant objects are indistinct or appear to shimmer
because slight differences in air temperature affect the transmission of light

										

Hitos. ( Milestones )
2017
Mixed media. Plaster. Paper. Ink.
10 cm. Ø base. each one.

1.
2.

a stone or pillar set up to show the distance in miles to or from a specified place.
a significant or important event in history, in the career of a person, etc.

Te quiero. ( I want you ). Pyramide.
2017
Installation.
Mixed media..
30 x 30 x 25 cm. each one.

Te quiero ( I want you ) is an installation composed by three diferent works: pyramide, hands, scrabble.
It is an attempt to focus into the creation and construction of the concept of love and desire.

Te quiero. ( I want you ). Scrabble.
2017
Installation.
Oil on canvas.
30 x 30 cm. each one.

Te quiero ( I want you ) is an installation composed by three diferent works: pyramide, hands, scrabble.
In an attempt to focus into the creation and construction within the concept of love and desire.

Serpentina. ( Streamer )
2015
Mixed media. Ink on paper.
Variable dimensions.

Streamers are long rolls of coloured paper used for decorating rooms at parties.

Síntesis planetaria. ( Planetary Synthesis )
2017
Mixed media. Paper interwined. Gouache.
77 x 50 cm. each one.

02 - 02 - 2017
2017
Installation.
Gouache on paper.
10 x 15 cm. each one.

On Automatic Writing.

Hatillos ( Bundles )
2017
Mixed media.
25 x 7 x 7 cm. each one.

Yelmo VI, ( Helmet VI )
2015
Oil on canvas.
130 x 110 cm.

Franck William Leapman.
Durational performance in the opening of Síntesis planetaria.
Kimono made of paper and printed with Yotaku technics.
Mask made with patchwork and embroidery.
Horns made of paper and fabric.
photo: Sergio Frutos.
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